We construct the quark-antiquark scattering kernels of Bethe-Salpeter equation from the quark self-energy directly under two specific forms of quark-gluon vertices. The quark dressed tensor vertex is then calculated within this consistent framework and rainbow-ladder(RL) approximation. After employing a simplified nucleon model, the nucleon tensor charge can be defined with the tensor vertex. We then compute the tensor charge with the bare tensor vertex and the dressed vertices obtained in this framework and in RL approximation. The obtained results are consistent with the lattice QCD calculations. We also find that typically the gluon dressing effects suppress the nucleon tensor charge compared to the bare tensor vertex, by about 23% for RL approximation, and turn to be about 13% in this framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parton distributions play an essential role in highenergy nuclear and particle physics, and today there are vast international experimental programs aimed at their measurements. At leading twist level, there are three parton distributions to describe the inner structure of hadrons: the number density f (x); the longitudinal polarization distribution g(x); the transversity distribution h(x) [1] . The transversity distribution h(x) describes the net quark density of transversally polarized quark in the transversally polarized hadrons, i.e., the number density of quark with momentum fraction x and spin parallel to the hadron transverse polarization direction minus the density of quark with the same momentum fraction but antiparallel. The tensor charge can be read from the first moment of transversity distribution h(x) via [2] [3] [4] :
whereh(x) denotes to the transversity distribution of antiquark in the hadrons.The relation h(−x) = −h(x), x > 0 is employed in the second step. In matrix elements language, the tensor charge can be extracted from nucleons as δqū(p, s)σ µν u(p, s) = p, s|ψ q σ µν ψ q |p, s .
Here, |p, s is the nucleon state vector with momentum p and spin s and u(p, s) is nucleon spinor. The tensor charge can be related to the nucleon electric dipole moment (EDM) which is sensitive to the additional CP violation so that we can use it to search for new physics beyond the standard model [5] [6] [7] . So there are some works about the nucleon tensor charges up to now both experimentally and theoretically.
Recently the extraction of the quark transversity distributions from experimental data became possible at some accessible scales [8] [9] [10] . Noticing the tensor charge is scale dependent, the scale dependence can be obtained via perturbative QCD theory as [1, 11] :
where α s (k 2 ) is the running coupling constant of strong interaction and n f is the number of flavor. Hereinafter we choose n f = 4.
The extraction of nucleon tensor charges from global analysis of electron-proton and proton-proton data gives [10] : δu = 0.39 ± 0.10 , δd = −0.11 ± 0.26 , at Q 2 = 4GeV 2 . All these experimental data analysis indicate suppression compared with the constituent quark model predictions, which are δu = 4 3 and δd = − 1 3 in the nonrelativistic limit [5] .
The suppression is also confirmed by lattice QCD (lQCD) simulations as well as some phenomenological approaches [12] [13] [14] . In Ref. [13] , the authors calculated the nucleon tensor charges within lQCD using simulations generated with two dynamical degenerate light quarks with masses fixed to reproduce approximately the physical pion mass, and they give:
The results are also much smaller compared to the constituent quark model predictions, although the results from lQCD and experiments are quantitatively inconsistent at present.
In this paper, we compute the quark tensor vertex in a consistent way via Dyson-Schwinger equation (DSE) and Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) and obtain the tensor charges by inserting the tensor vertex into a simplified nucleon model -quark + scalar diquark [15] . We directly derive the two-particle irreducible scattering kernel from the quark self-energy and find it is consistent with the constructed that scattering kernel from symmetry constraints [16] . We also find that the dressed effects are very important to the nucleon tensor charge. The rainbowladder processes suppresses the tensor charge by about 23% comparing to that in tree-level tensor vertex. Furthermore, when we go beyond the rainbow-ladder truncation scheme with the quark-gluon interaction vertex in Munczek model [17] , which satisfies Ward-Takahashi identity, the tensor charges grow up a bit and the suppression of tensor charge turns to be 13%. Our result is consistent with that from lQCD simulations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec.II we construct the BSE for the general vertex amplitude when we choose a quark-gluon vertex beyond rainbow-ladder approximation; In Sec.III we give out the solution of quark and quark tensor vertex with Munczek vertex, and as a comparison, we compare with the solution in rainbow-ladder approximation at the same quark condensates. In Sec.IV we substitute the quark tensor vertex into a simplified nucleon model to estimate the dress effects on tensor charge. Finally, we summarize in Sec.V.
II. CONSTRUCTING TENSOR VERTEX EQUATION
Let's first begin with the general form of the quark Dyson-Schwinger equation,
with
where S, D are the dressed-quark and -gluon propagators respectively. Γ µ (q, p) is the general quark-gluon vertex. S
is the quark propagator at renormalization point µ. Z 2 (µ, Λ), Z m (µ, Λ) are quark field strength renormalization coefficient and quark mass renomalization coefficient respectively and we denote
Λ dq represents a Poincaré invariant regularization of the four-dimensional integral, with Λ the regularization mass scale. k = q − p is the momentum carried by gluon.
In practical calculation, we parameterize the gluon propagator in Landau gauge.
where
ω, m g are the interaction parameters of infrared gluon propagator and they have dimension [GeV] , denoting the interaction width and magnitude respectively. In the ultraviolet gluon propagator, γ m = 12/(33 − 2n f ) is the anomalous dimension and n f is the number of flavors. In our calculations, we choose n f = 4. Λ QCD is the QCD scale that characterize the non-perturbative QCD and we choose Λ QCD = 0.234GeV. τ = e 2 − 1, m t = 0.5GeV. Here e is the natural constant.
The quark propagator can be parameterized as
Usually, the loop integral in quark self-energy will be UV divergent in four dimensional space-time. We choose a quark current mass independent renomalization scheme in chiral limit to renormalize the quark solution:
where the chiral limit condition is defined unambiguously by Z 4 m(µ)| Λ→∞ = 0 in QCD. We then address the Munczek ansatz for quark-gluon vertex [17] : At the first stage, we will use the longitudinal part of the quarkgluon vertex, which is an analytical form and therefore make it possible to derive the two-particle irreducible scattering kernel. For the consistent extension of modeling transverse part, one might track to Ref. [18] .
Let's denote a dressed quark vertexes as Γ(k; 0) regardless of the Lorentz indices. The general form of BetheSalpeter equation for the dressed quark vertex can be written as
Here, Z v is the renormalization coefficient for the dressed quark vertex and inhomogeneous term Γ 0 (k; 0) is the tree level term of the dressed quark vertex. K(k, q; 0) is the two-particle irreducible scattering kernel. χ(q; 0) = S(q)Γ(q; 0)S(q) denotes the unamputated dressed quark vertex and E, F, G, H are spinor indices here.
As described in Ref. [17, 19, 20] , for the colorless bilocal field, which represent the colorless vertexes (such as quark-photon vertex and the tensor vertex considered below), we can derive the two-particle irreducible scattering kernel from the composite operator effective action:
which fulfills the consistency between the DSE and BSE. The quark self energy which had been given in Eq. (4) can be written explicitly as:
The subscripts M, N also denote the spinor indices.
Taking an approximation that the gluon propagator does not depend on quark propagator, i.e, δD µν /δS = 0 , and considering the dependence of the quark-gluon vertex on S, we have
After doing functional derivation on this vertex with respect to quark propagator, we obtain
Substituting this into general BS equation (Eq. (14)), we get:
It's easy to see that this term satisfies
The relation in Eq. (22) is consistent with the constraint obtained from the symmetries -vector or axial vector Ward identities [16] , where the constraint for Λ 5β of pseudoscalar mesons was given with the axial vector Ward identity and realized practically in the way similar to getting the Ball-Chiu quark-gluon vertex [21, 22] . Here, we derive the Λ β directly for general BS amplitude even the corresponding amplitude doesn't have a constraint from symmetry, e.g., tensor vertex we discuss in this paper. It's then clear that this direct way from quark self energy and indirect way from symmetries are equivalent and the direct way is more powerful.
As for quark tensor vertex, let's denote
The BSE for quark tensor vertex amplitude can be written as
The coefficient 4/3 comes from the color factor t a t a = 4/3 and the schematic diagram of tensor vertex BSE is showed in Fig. 1 . The Z t is the quark tensor vertex renormalization coefficient and determined by requiring Γ µν (p; 0) p 2 =µ 2 = σ µν at the renormalization point
If parameterizing the general form of the quark tensor vertex as
the renormalization procedure is simply the requirement E(p 2 = µ 2 ) = 1.
III. PROPERTIES OF QUARK TENSOR VERTEX
Eq. (13) can be expanded with Eq. (10) as:
where k = q − p. By projection of the quark-DSE Eq.(4), we obtain two coupled differential-integral equations: with
The rainbow-ladder truncation of Dyson-Schwinger equations and Bethe-Salpeter equations has been implemented successfully in hadron physics, especially for the description of pseudoscalar and vector channels, see for example Refs [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The interaction parameter within the truncation has been fitted by reproducing ground pseudoscalar meson properties. When one goes beyond rainbow-ladder truncation one should tune the parameter to match the same observable quantities. However it is beyond our interest now to get the on shell meson properties. To compare the results between these two different truncations we enforce the chiral quark condensate taking the same value which is supposed to characterize the magnitude of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB).
The quark condensate in chiral limit, 0|ψψ|0 is calculated in the general way with the quark propagator [29]:
Eq. (33) is the unrenormalized quark condensate and will diverge logarithmically. The renormalisation factor for the condensate can be derived from the vector Ward-Takahashi identity whose two legs are with unequal masses , that is Z 4 = Z 2 * Z m . We can then renormalize the quark condensate by multiplying Z 4 on the r.h.s of Eq.(33) and then set Λ → ∞ at final, i.e., ∞ 0 dp
Here we set the parameters to get the quark condensate ψ ψ = −(0.225GeV) 3 at the renormalization point µ = 2GeV. The parameters of gluon propagator in these two scheme are showed in Tab. I. When fitting the parameters, we not only require the quark condensate is the same as the case in rainbow ladder approximation, but also set ω to make the quark condensate at the minimum point as a function of ω in order to get the maximal chiral symmetry breaking vacuum.
The solutions of quark propagator are shown in Fig.2 compared to the solution in RL approximation. Although the two ansatz of quark-gluon vertex lead to the same quark condensate -the same magnitude of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking, the strength of quark-gluon interaction in Munczek ansatz is much weaker than that in the RL approximation, quantitatively, about 53%, which is comparable with the physical coupling strength of QCD [30] .
With the quark tensor vertex decomposition form Eq. (25) and by projection, we can get the differentialintegral equations for tensor vertex. In RL approximation, the scalar function G(p 2 ) decouples from other scalar functions and will always be zero [6] . When going beyond the rainbow-ladder approximation, all four scalar functions in Eq.(25) are coupled and one needs to solve the whole coupled differential-integral equations. By the Chebyshev interpolation method [31] , we can solve the quark tensor vertex amplitude numerically. The solutions of quark tensor vertex in RL approximation and with Munczek ansatz are showed in Fig.3 .
We can see that the scalar functions 
in RL approximation and Munczek ansatz have large differences in the infrared region. With this quark tensor vertex, we can then compute the nucleon tensor charge.
IV. DRESS EFFECTS ON THE TENSOR CHARGE
In principle, to calculate the nucleon tensor charge, we need to know the information of the nucleon wave functions by solving the Faddeev equation, see for example Ref. [32] . Our aim is to seek the gluon dressing effect on nucleon tensor charge and it would be difficult and expensive for us to operate this calculation if solving the coupled gap equation, vertex equation and Faddeev equation. Thus to achieve this goal we make a simplified ansatz for nucleon structure and test the dressing effects in a simplified way.
Recalling Ref. [15] , the authors built a phenomenological picture of nucleon and studied the dressing effects on axial charge. The nucleon contains the constituent quark and point-like scalar diquark, and the quark-diquarknucleon interaction amplitude can be characterized as
with k the momentum carried by quark. The schematic diagram of photon coupled to the quark is depicted in Fig.4 which can be expressed explicitly as: fix the model parameter: the quark constituent mass m, the scalar diquark mass m D , the quark-diquark-nucleon interaction strength g and width Λ. The parameters adapted from [15] are showed in Table. II Similarly, we can couple the quark tensor vertex into this nucleon model to calculate the tensor charge of u quark. We get the u quark tensor charge in this simplified proton model as
where p, s are the proton momentum and spin respectively. u(p, s) is the proton spinor and δq is the tensor charge with
Here we will calculate the proton u quark tensor charge in three type of quark tensor vertex: bare tensor vertex, dressed quark tensor vertex in RL approximation and the one with Munczek ansatz. For the case of bare tensor vertex Γ µν (k; 0) = σ µν following the calculation method in [15] (the crucial step is that the authors consider the Gegenbauer polynomial expansion of diquark propagator and then the angular part k · p pieces can be integrated out analytically by the orthogonality. The momentum existed in the charge TABLE II. The parameters come from fitting to the electromagnetic form factors [15] . There they consider the contribution of bare vector vertex.
0.947 0.228 79.104
distributions is the one carried by quark), we arrive at
here M is the proton mass. We adopt M = 0.938GeV from PDG data and
To arrive at the tensor charge distribution Eq.(38) under tree level tensor vertex, we need to make use of the spinor technology in Euclidean space.
p, M, s are the momentum vector, mass, and spin vector of the fermion which the spinor u(p, s) describes, respectively. Then we get a formula to compute the quantitȳ u(p, s)Γu(p, s) where Γ is an arbitrary Dirac matrix or their combination:
We show this tensor charge distribution of u quark in proton under bare tensor vertex -Eq.(38) in Fig.5 . Next we explore the dressing effects on tensor charge. Substituting the quark tensor vertex solution Γ µν (k; 0) obtained from RL truncation scheme or beyond RL scheme, we can get the tensor charge of u quark in the proton for the corresponding truncation scheme. Substituting the general form of tensor vertex one can obtain
are the tensor charge distribution functions corresponding to the scalar function in tensor vertex amplitude E(k 2 ), F (k 2 ), H(k 2 ) respectively. The subscribes "RL" and "M U " stand for the tensor vertex amplitude solution in RL approximation and tensor vertex amplitude solution in Munczek ansatz. The dressing functions take the following forms:
The momentum dependence of tensor charge distributions are shown in Fig.5 . By integrating out momentum k 2 , we get the u quark tensor charge in proton under the three truncation schemes. The obtained results are listed in Table. Besides, when considering the dressing effects on tensor vertex, the tensor charges are suppressed than the bare tensor vertex by about 23% in the case of RL approximation. When going beyond the RL approximation, the tensor charges increases a bit, and the suppression of u quark tensor charge turns out to be about 13% than the result of bare tensor vertex.
Thus in general, the dressing effects suppress the tensor charge significantly. The RL truncation dominates and the effects beyond RL approximation give correctionsmake the tensor charge increases about 10%.
The weakness of this simple picture of nucleon is obvious. It does not contain nonzero value of angular momentum component of scalar amplitude and axial-vector component. Both are important when one charts the large momentum behavior of electromagnetic form factor of nucleon. This deficiency forbids us to produce down quark tensor charge at the same level. The momentum dependence of quark-diquark amplitude is just the one carried by quark which is not realistic and could be improved in the future work.
Finally, we depict the results of quark tensor charges in proton from ours, Faddeev equation, lattice QCD and experiments in fig. 6 . Quantitatively, our results of quark tensor charges in proton calculated from Munczek ansatz are consistent with the results from Faddeev equation as well as the lattice QCD calculations, but all the results from theoretical calculations are quite different from the experimental data analysis, which needs to be confirmed more carefully on both theoretical and experimental side. The green points with label 2 are the results from Faddeev equation [32] . The points with label 3,4,5 are the results from lattice QCD calculations [12] [13] [14] . The points with label 6,7,8 are the results extracted from experimental data [8] [9] [10] .
V. SUMMARY AND REMARKS
In this paper, we calculate the quark tensor vertex within the consistent framework of Dyson-Schwinger equation and Bethe-Salpeter equation. We go beyond the rainbow-ladder approximation by utilizing the Munczek ansatz of quark-gluon vertex which satisfies the WardTakahashi identity. We construct the two particle irreducible scattering kernel directly from the functional derivative of self energy. We find the obtained kernel in this way is consistent with that obtained from symmetry constraints .
We then combine the dressed tensor vertex with a simple nucleon model with only quark and scalar diquark components being taken into account. By comparing the dressed tensor vertex amplitude with the tree level tensor vertex, we show that the dressing effect suppresses the tensor charge by about 23% in RL approximation. When going beyond the RL approximation, the tensor charge increases a bit compared to that in rainbow-ladder approximation, the suppression becomes only 13% to the tree-level tensor vertex. This means the rainbow-ladder contribution of tensor charge dominates in nucleon and the contribution of beyond RL approximation gives 10% correction in the nucleon tensor charge.
Although we estimate the dress effects of tensor charge in a simple model, this estimation can illustrate the dressing effects of tensor charge in nucleon to large extent. The obtained u-quark tensor charge is consistent with the result from lQCD simulations. On one hand, the scalar diquark channel dominates the proton in momentum range lower than 1GeV, which is the scale of proton; on the other hand, the model parameters follow from the fitting of experimental electromagnetic form factors. As long as the nucleon have these electromagnetic form factor, the results in this model are approximately true.
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